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Su Zimo had caused a huge commotion in the Azure Cloud County. He was even hunted down by the 

entire Great Jin Empire, but that was only limited to the Great Jin Celestial Nation.Most of the factions 

and cultivators in the Divine Clouds Continent had never heard of him, much less paid attention to 

him.The Immortal Sect Selection was the first time he entered the eyes of the upper echelons of the 

Divine Clouds Continent.In fact, the Immortal Sect Selection was held once every hundred years.Even 

the first place of the Immortal Sect Selection might not attract much attention.However, there were too 

many unforeseen events in the Immortal Sect Selection a thousand years ago. It caused a huge 

commotion and even alarmed the two fairies, which allowed Su Zimo to stand out.Of course, to the 

great cultivators of the Divine Clouds Continent, everyone was more concerned about the appearance of 

the Zither Immortal and the Painting Immortal. They were even more concerned about the gossip and 

legends regarding the Painting Immortal.As for Su Zimo's achievement of killing more than a hundred 

Executioner Earth Guards as the first place of the Immortal Sect Selection, everyone only exclaimed and 

soon forgot about it.A thousand years had passed, and the impact of this battle was getting smaller and 

smaller.The Earth Roll ranking that placed Su Zimo in the top 50 caused a lot of controversy and 

doubt.Princess Chi Hong also noticed this ranking and smiled. "Let's not talk about the rankings of the 

other cultivators for now. Junior Brother Su's ranking is definitely inaccurate!""Are you sure?"Xie 

Qingcheng asked with a smile.Princess Chi Hong pointed at the two names on the bamboo slip and said, 

"This is Dou Yuan, who is ranked 23rd. Just Now Junior Brother Su sent him flying with a punch. Xue 

Yuan, who is ranked 57th, was also crippled by Junior Brother Su with a palm strike!"I reckon that when 

the Earth Roll Contest begins, this Xue Yuan might not even be able to recover.""Oh?"Xie Qingcheng was 

slightly surprised and said, "So Xue Yuan was injured by Brother Su."He had arrived late and only saw 

the Xue Family protecting the injured Xue Yuan. He didn't know that Just Now, it was Su Zimo who had 

made a move."If that's the case, Brother Su's ranking is indeed higher."Xie Qingcheng nodded.Princess 

Chi Hong said, "In my opinion, Junior Brother Su's combat strength is at least above mine. He can 

definitely be ranked in the top ten or even top five!"Xie Qingcheng smiled but didn't say anything. 

Although he didn't quite agree with it, he didn't refute it.Princess Chi Hong pointed at the fourth 

bamboo board and said, "This person ranked fourth, Han the Iron, is only a commander of the 

Executioner Earth Guards.""Back then, Junior Brother Su defeated the Executioner's Earth Guards. In my 

opinion, this Great Commander is nothing special."Su Zimo also noticed this person."Name: Han the 

Iron.""Realm: Level 9 Earthen Immortal.""Battle Record: Starting from the Seventh Level of the Earth 

Immortal Realm, he has been ranked first among all the Earth Guards. His position has not changed for 

the past 50,000 years.""Evaluation: This person's physical body and bloodline are top-notch. It is said 

that his physical body is comparable to a perfect-ranked transcendent treasure. He rarely shows himself 

and rarely fights. He is the sharpest saber among the Executioner Earth Guards. He has been the number 

one Earth Guard for five years. This is enough to prove how terrifying this person is!""Identity: Great 

Commander of the Great Jin Celestial Nation's Executioner Earth Guard."According to the bamboo slip, 

this person was quite capable.This person's battle record wasn't very detailed. However, the more it was 

like this, the more it proved how terrifying this person was. No one knew what other tricks he had up his 

sleeve!After Princess Chi Hong finished speaking, Xie Qingcheng looked at Su Zimo. After pondering for a 

while, he reminded him, "Brother Su, don't be careless."Su Zimo nodded.Even if Xie Qingcheng didn't 

remind him, he would still pay attention to this person.He had killed more than a hundred Executioner 



Earth Guards. However, this didn't mean that there weren't top-notch experts among the Executioner 

Earth Guards.Duke Yuanzuo had already lost his power. Although he could mobilize the Executioner 

Earth Guards, with his status and power, the Executioner Earth Guards around him were definitely not 

the best.Although there were only a hundred names on the bamboo slip, Earthen Immortals from the 

Dajin Immortal Kingdom took up ten of the spots. They were all Executioner Earth Guards!After Ye Fei 

finished reading, he smiled bitterly and shook his head. "The Earth Board competition this time is indeed 

a little intense. It's much more difficult than I expected. It's difficult to be in the top ten of the Earth 

Board! ""You don't have to be depressed."Xie Qingcheng said, "Although there aren't any Academy 

disciples in the top ten of the Earth Board, there are a lot of Academy disciples in the Earth Board." 

After Elder Zhong and Elder He finished reading the bamboo slip, they also noticed this point and felt 

gratified.At least on the whole, Qiankun Academy wasn't at a disadvantage.Xie Qingcheng continued, 

"Moreover, the ranking on the bamboo slip is just a prediction. We still have to see the Earth Board 

competition three days later."After a while, everyone had arrived at the Imperial Residence. After the 

banquet, everyone dispersed to recharge their energy and prepare for the Earth Board competition 

three days later.In fact, the 10,000-year Meeting had already begun and the Monarch City was very 

lively.Over the past three days, all the major forces had arrived at the Fiery Sun Immortal Kingdom's 

Imperial City.Among them, the Zixuan Immortal Kingdom's team was the most eye-catching.The person 

leading the team this time was actually Duke Yunting, who was known as the number one genius in the 

past 100,000 years!Ever since Duke Yunting defeated the Earthen Immortals of the major forces more 

than 1,000 years ago, he rarely showed himself and had always been in seclusion to cultivate.When he 

came out of seclusion this time, Duke Yunting's cultivation level was already at Sky Origin Stage 2!Even 

with Duke Yunting's talent and cultivation speed, after breaking through to Sky Origin Stage, his 

cultivation speed slowed down. In 1,000 years, he had only advanced by one level.Of course, for others, 

this was already an unimaginable cultivation speed!For most cultivators, it was normal to spend more 

than 10,000 years cultivating in Sky Origin Stage to break through to the next level."Duke Yunting is 

already a Stage 2 Heaven Immortal. What is he doing here at the 10,000-year Meeting?""I'm not sure. 

This guy is arrogant and conceited. He might do something shocking.""Don't you know? Qiankun 

Academy has an Earthen Immortal called Su Zimo who cultivates the Heaven Slaying Sword Skill. I guess 

Duke Yunting must be here because of him! "A cultivator analyzed calmly."What is Duke Yunting trying 

to do? Does he want to snatch the sword skill in public? Qiankun Academy also has a Heaven Immortal 

Elder with him. Why would he be allowed to mess around? ""Duke Yunting has always done whatever 

he wants. I wouldn't be surprised if he attacked Su Zimo in public and snatched the sword 

skill.""Speaking of Su Zimo from Qiankun Academy, I also thought of something. The Dajin Celestial 

Nation is led by Duke Yuanzuo this time. I heard that Duke Yuanzuo has a deep grudge against Su Zimo! " 

"I heard that a thousand years ago, this guy even offended the Zither Fairy.""Do you think the Zither 

Fairy will show up this time?""Dream on! The Four Fairies are all peerless figures. They are all Perfected 

Immortals. Why would they come to watch the Earth Board contest? I heard that the Four Fairies might 

be present at the Divine Firmament Immortal Conference. That is the top Immortal Conference in the 

Divine Firmament Immortal Realm! "As the three Great Immortal Kingdoms, the Four Great Immortal 

Sects, the various Immortal Dao clans, and the major sects in the Divine Firmament Immortal Realm 

gathered, the main event of the 10,000-year Meeting gradually began.Three days passed in the blink of 

an eye.The Earth Board contest officially began today! 

Chapter 2192 



Flaming Sun Celestial Kingdom.The sun had just risen, and cultivators from all over the Divine Cloud 

Continent had arrived at the huge square in front of the palace. At a glance, there was a sea of people.In 

the middle of the square, there was a spacious road that extended up to the main hall.On both sides of 

the road were the areas where the cultivators from various sects and forces gathered.In front of the 

main hall was the location of the host, the Flaming Sun Celestial Kingdom.On the left and right sides 

were the two Celestial Kingdoms.Below the two Celestial Kingdoms were the Four Major Celestial 

Sects.Heaven and Earth Academy and Mountain Sea Celestial Sect were next to each other. Across the 

road were the Imperial Wind Monastery and the Flying Celestial Sect.Under the two Celestial Kingdoms 

and the Four Major Celestial Sects were the major families and clans of the Celestial Path. The major 

Celestial Sects were arranged in order.At the very front were the Heaven and Quasi-Heaven 

Sects.Behind these Celestial Sects were the Earth and Quasi-Earth Sects.Behind them were the Black 

Sects.At the very back were the itinerant cultivators from all over the Divine Cloud Celestial Realm. 

There were no seats, no immortal peaches, and no fragrant tea and snacks. Naturally, the treatment was 

much worse.At this time, many cultivators from the Black Sects, Earth Sects, and Quasi-Heaven Sects 

had arrived. Only the three Celestial Kingdoms and the Four Major Celestial Sects had not arrived."Look 

over there, the people from the three Celestial Kingdoms have arrived at the same time!"Someone in 

the crowd shouted, attracting the attention of many cultivators.In the air, three groups of cultivators 

slowly descended from outside the square. In the middle was the owner of the palace, the Flaming Sun 

Celestial Kingdom, and the group was quite large.The person in the lead was the second prince of the 

Flaming Sun Celestial Kingdom, Duke Xie Ling, a Perfected Immortal expert, and also the person in 

charge of this 10,000 Year Meeting.Behind him were some members of the royal family, including Duke 

Xie Yun, who was ranked seventh on the Earth List.In the past, Duke Xie Yun had defeated Princess Chi 

Hong in the royal family battle."Duke Yunting is here!""Which one?""The one with the brightest 

reputation!"There was a commotion in the crowd.Although Duke Xie Ling was a Perfected Immortal and 

the person in charge of this 10,000 Year Meeting, he did not attract too much attention. 

 

The three Celestial Kingdoms had arrived at the same time. Most cultivators were attracted to the young 

man of the Zi Xuan Celestial Kingdom.....This person's aura was too strong!Some people felt a stinging 

pain in their eyes after staring at him for a while.There were many prodigies in the three Great Celestial 

Kingdoms' camps. For example, the leader of the Great Jin Celestial Kingdom, the Duke of Yuanzuo, who 

was predicted to be ranked fourth on the Earth Leaderboard, the Grand Commander of the Executioner 

Earth Guards, Han Tie, who was predicted to be ranked sixth on the Earth Leaderboard, and the Duke of 

Yunlei, who was predicted to be ranked sixth on the Earth Leaderboard …Any one of these people would 

attract attention if they stood out.However, they were traveling together with Yun Ting, and none of 

them could hide Yun Ting's sharpness!No matter where he was, as long as Yun Ting appeared, his sharp 

aura would unconsciously draw attention to him. No one could ignore him!"I heard Cultivator Yun Ting is 

here for Su Zimo of the Heaven and Earth Academy?"At this moment, Duke Yuanzuo turned around and 

asked in a probing manner, "I wonder if Fellow Cultivator Yun Ting has any grudges with this 

person?""We had a fight."Yun Ting did not even look at Duke Yuanzuo as he replied calmly.Although 

Duke Yuanzuo was a Level Nine Heaven Immortal and his cultivation realm was much higher than his, he 

did not care about him at all!Seeing Yun Ting's arrogance and rudeness, Duke Yuanzuo's eyes were filled 

with anger at first, but it quickly disappeared.He began to secretly rejoice in his heart."Su Zimo, I didn't 

expect you to offend Yun Ting. This is even better. The heavens really want you dead!"Duke Yuanzuo 

sneered in his heart and thought to himself, "A thousand years ago, you embarrassed me. This time, I'll 



make sure you die without a complete corpse in front of even more people! "Initially, Duke Yuanzuo was 

not sure if Yun Ting was here for Su Zimo.But seeing Yun Ting's attitude just now, he was relieved.At this 

moment, the cultivators of the three Celestial Kingdoms had already taken their seats."Look, the people 

of the four Celestial Kingdoms are here too!"Another cry of surprise rang out as four groups of 

cultivators descended from the sky side by side."Which one is the reincarnated Immortal?""Which one is 

Tai Hua and Feng Yin?" 

 

The Earth Leaderboard predicted by the Flaming Sun Celestial Kingdom had already been circulated 

among the cultivators. Everyone was most curious about the two reincarnated Immortals."Did you see 

that? The one walking beside Bai Hai in the Flying Celestial Sect is Tai Hua Immortal!""Over at the 

Imperial Wind Monastery, the one standing beside Qing Feng Immortal is Feng Yin Immortal."Tai Hua 

Immortal was wearing a Daoist robe and had a long sword at his waist. His sleeves were fluttering in the 

wind. He looked calm and had an extraordinary aura. His aura was not inferior to Bai Hai's at all!Feng 

Yin's expression was cold. He was wearing a black robe and had his hands behind his back. His entire 

body was emitting a cold and eerie aura that made people shudder.These two were only Level Nine 

Earth Immortals, but they could walk side by side with two top Heaven Immortals. This showed their 

status in the sect!"The leader of the Mountain and Sea Celestial Sect seems to be the number one on 

the Heaven Leaderboard!""It's really him, Tian Yuan! He was one of the people in charge of the Celestial 

Sect selection a thousand years ago. "Aside from the two reincarnated Immortals, Tian Yuan's 

appearance also attracted a lot of attention.Compared to the Flying Celestial Sect, the Imperial Wind 

Monastery, and the Mountain and Sea Celestial Sect, the Qiankun Academy was slightly inferior.The 

Qiankun Academy was led by a few elders, and the disciples behind them seemed ordinary compared to 

the three Celestial Sects.Su Zimo was wearing a green robe and had black hair. He had delicate features 

and was not eye-catching in the Qiankun Academy's team, so no one noticed him.He glanced at the 

direction of the three Celestial Sects.This time, the leaders of the three Celestial Sects were relatively 

familiar. He had seen them before. In the Celestial Sect selection, the three of them represented their 

respective sects.The people of the four Celestial Sects also arrived and were about to take their 

seats.Just as everyone's attention was attracted by the two reincarnated Immortals, Tian Yuan, and the 

others, a figure suddenly stood up in the direction of the Zi Xuan Celestial Kingdom!Clang!As this person 

stood up, the sound of a sword that made one's heart palpitate echoed in the world.Then, a sharp light 

shot up into the sky as if it was going to pierce through the sky and cut down the stars. The surrounding 

temperature seemed to have dropped a lot, and there was a chill!"Hmm?" 

 

The expressions of the two reincarnated Immortals, Feng Yin and Tai Hua, changed slightly and they 

looked sideways.Duke Yunting!Only Commandery Prince Yunting could emit such a terrifying aura with 

each of his moves!Duke Yunting stood up and instantly attracted everyone's attention!Many cultivators 

could sense that apart from the sharpness of Duke Yunting's sharpness, there was also an extremely 

strong battle intent!"What is Duke Yunting trying to do?"Many cultivators followed Duke Yunting's gaze 

and looked over.That seemed to be the direction of the Qiankun Academy."Su Zimo, we meet again!"At 

this moment, Duke Yunting's eyes lit up and he spoke slowly. Every word was like the sound of metal 

colliding with stone, sonorous and powerful!Swoosh, swoosh, swoosh!Instantly, the scholarly green-

robed cultivator in the academy who had no sense of presence attracted countless gazes! 

Chapter 2193 



"Who is he? How did he catch Yunting's attention?""A disciple of the Academy, a Rank Eight Earth 

Immortal. How did Yunting get up to greet him?"Everyone had heard of Yunting's arrogance and 

conceit.Just Now, even Duke Xie Ling, who was a Perfected Immortal, looked around in a friendly 

manner and nodded slightly.When Yunting appeared, he looked straight ahead and did not look at 

anyone.When he talked to Duke Yuanzuo, his attitude was cold.Now, Duke Yunting stood up and paid 

attention to this disciple of the Academy, which shocked many cultivators."Haven't you heard? That 

person is Su Zimo from the Lower World. He has the Heaven Slaying Sword Art!""Commandery Prince 

Yunting is here for his Heaven Slaying Sword Skill!""That's right. Duke Yunting can't hide his fighting 

spirit. I even suspect that he will attack at any time!"Many cultivators were discussing and whispering at 

the back.Because of Yun Ting's one action and one sentence, the entire situation in the square had 

turned into a state of mutual hostility. The atmosphere instantly became tense!Everyone knew that 

Yunting did whatever he wanted and had no scruples. Even if he suddenly attacked Su Zimo, no one 

would be surprised.Duke Xie Ling frowned slightly.The Earth Roll Contest had not started yet and he did 

not want anything to happen.Duke Yuanzuo sat on his seat with a gloating look in his eyes. If Yun Ting 

could kill Su Zimo, it would save him a lot of trouble.The elders of the Academy were on guard."Duke 

Yunting, what are you doing?"Elder Zhong said in a deep voice, "The Earth Roll Contest has not started 

yet. Moreover, you are already a Rank Two Heaven Immortal and can't take part in it."Princess Chi Hong 

had not returned home for a long time. At this moment, she was sitting with Xie Qingcheng and the 

other disciples of the royal family. When she saw this scene, she was also nervous.Among the people of 

the Academy, the only one who was calm was Su Zimo.Even in the face of Yunting, who was releasing 

strong hostility, his expression did not fluctuate much even though he was in front of everyone.He did 

not know the purpose of Yunting's visit.However, he was certain that Yun Ting would not attack him at 

this time!He had only fought Yun Ting once, so they hadn't interacted much.However, he knew that, 

given Yun Ting's pride, there was no way he would attack him when there was an entire cultivation base 

between them. 

 

Back in the Thearch Tomb, Fang Xuan had tried to sneak an attack on Su Zimo while the two of them 

were fighting.With his arrogance, if he wanted to snatch the Heavenly Slaughter and Earthly Slaughter 

Sword Arts, he would definitely choose to have a fair fight with Su Zimo.Su Zimo gently pushed aside a 

few elders and stood at the front, facing Yun Ting across the air."Su Zimo, you …"Elder Zhong was 

worried.There were no more obstacles between Su Zimo and Yun Ting. If Yun Ting suddenly attacked, 

even he didn't have absolute confidence that he could protect Su Zimo."It's alright."Su Zimo shook his 

head and smiled. "I'm just saying hello."Hearing this, Yun Ting's eyes lit up.Su Zimo knew him!Everyone 

thought that he would make a big fuss. However, the person opposite him knew that at least here, he 

would not make a move!This silent tacit understanding was something they had experienced when Fang 

Xuan sneaked an attack on him in the Thearch Tomb.For some reason, Yun Ting was delighted."After I 

defeat him in the future and obtain the Heavenly Slaughter and Earthly Slaughter Sword Arts, we might 

become bosom friends."Yun Ting thought to himself.In his opinion, not many cultivators of the same 

generation in this world were qualified to be his friends, let alone bosom friends."Yun Ting, long time no 

see. You're still so arrogant. Nothing has changed."Suddenly, Su Zimo spoke calmly.As soon as these 

words were spoken, everyone was stunned, and the voices of discussion quieted down.Many cultivators 

were dumbfounded and looked at Su Zimo in astonishment.What was that? What was that tone?Was 

this Level Eight Earth Immortal from the Academy trying to teach Commandery Prince Yunting a 

lesson?Commandery Prince Yunting's face darkened.This was because Su Zimo's words reminded him of 



the battle in the Thearch Tomb.During that battle, Su Zimo had said something similar, such as "you're 

still young".Then, this person beat him up and he almost lost his life.When he returned to the Zi Xuan 

Celestial Kingdom, he was taught a lesson by his sister.Every time he recalled this experience, he would 

feel very unhappy. 

 

Duke Yun Ting's face turned cold and his eyes flashed with killing intent. He said coldly, "Don't talk to me 

in such a tone. I don't like it!"In Yun Ting's heart, only his sister had the right to teach him a lesson. No 

one else had the right to do so!Suddenly, Duke Yuanzuo stood up and shouted, "Su Zimo, you're too 

arrogant. How dare you teach Duke Yun Ting a lesson!""Duke Yun Ting is the most powerful genius in 

the Divine Firmament Celestial Realm in the past 100,000 years. How can you humiliate him in front of 

so many people?"Duke Yuanzuo seemed to be speaking righteously, but in fact, he was fanning the 

flames. He wanted to provoke Duke Yun Ting into killing Su Zimo directly.Duke Yun Ting turned his head 

and looked at Duke Yuanzuo expressionlessly.He was young and arrogant, but he was not a fool.Duke 

Xie Ling, who was in charge of this 10,000-year Meeting, saw that the situation was getting worse and 

the atmosphere was getting tenser. He had to stand up and say loudly, "My friends, please take a seat. 

Today is the day of the Earth Board contest. If you have any grievances, you can discuss them after the 

contest.""Okay."To everyone's surprise, Duke Yun Ting's battle intent and killing intent dissipated 

quickly. He agreed and sat back down.Duke Yuanzuo had no choice but to return to his seat.After this 

small incident, the cultivators of the Four Major Celestial Sects also took their seats. The Earth Board 

contest was about to begin!Duke Yuanzuo looked at Duke Yun Ting, who was sitting opposite him. He 

rolled his eyes and used his Divine Sense to send a voice transmission. "Brother Yun Ting, today is the 

day of the Earth Board contest. You can't kill Su Zimo personally."Why don't the Zixuan Celestial 

Kingdom and the Great Jin join forces to kill this guy in the Nine Heavens?"Duke Yun Ting looked up and 

looked at Duke Yuanzuo with a faint smile. He seemed to be interested in his suggestion.Duke Yuanzuo 

perked up and continued to send a voice transmission. "Don't worry, my friend. This time, not only the 

Great Jin Celestial Kingdom, but also the Flying Celestial Sect and the Zixuan Celestial Kingdom will join 

forces. If the three forces join forces, this guy will definitely die!"Duke Yun Ting's smile became 

brighter."Hahahaha!"Finally, Duke Yun Ting threw his head back and laughed. His laughter shook the 

Nine Heavens and attracted many people's attention.Everyone was confused. 

 

Even Duke Yuanzuo was stunned. He did not know what was wrong with Duke Yun Ting.Duke Yun Ting 

turned his head slowly and looked at the Qiankun Academy not far away. He said casually, "Su Zimo, 

Just, Duke Yuanzuo told me that the Great Jin Celestial Kingdom and the Flying Celestial Sect have joined 

forces and they want to kill you in the Nine Heavens!"Oh yes, Duke Yuanzuo also invited me to join 

forces with them."As soon as he finished speaking, the crowd was in an uproar.The people from the 

Qiankun Academy were also shocked. They looked in the direction of the Great Jin Celestial Kingdom 

and the Flying Celestial Sect with anger.Duke Yuanzuo was taken aback.He did not expect that 

Commandery Prince Yunting would say what he had told him secretly in front of everyone without any 

disguise! 

Chapter 2194 

It was true that the Dajin Celestial Kingdom and the Flying Celestial Sect had secretly joined forces to kill 

Su Zimo in the Earth Board contest.It was not easy to get such powerful forces to join forces.However, 

the Dajin Celestial Kingdom had Duke Yuanzuo and the Flying Celestial Sect had Zither Immortal 



Mengyao.Duke Yuanzuo hated Su Zimo to the core. The Immortal Sect Selection had humiliated him and 

the Dajin Celestial Kingdom.During the Immortal Sect Selection, Su Zimo had said that Zither Immortal 

Mengyao and Duke Yuanzuo were involved in a scandal. Fairy Mengyao also wanted to kill him!Under 

their lead, the Dajin Celestial Kingdom and the Flying Celestial Sect had come up with a plan.No matter 

what, it was not a glorious thing to do.Now, Duke Yuanzuo wanted to get Yun Ting to join them, but it 

backfired. Yun Ting made the matter public, and it attracted a lot of criticism!Bai Hai of the Flying 

Celestial Sect glared at Duke Yuanzuo and cursed him in his heart.Even without the Zi Xuan Celestial 

Kingdom, the Dajin Celestial Kingdom and the Flying Celestial Sect's plan was enough to kill Su Zimo in 

the Ninth Heaven. There was no need to do this.The Dajin Celestial Kingdom had a total of ten 

Executioners led by Han the Iron, who was predicted to be ranked fourth on the Earth Board.The Flying 

Celestial Sect had a total of twelve disciples led by the reincarnated Immortal Tai Hua.In fact, either Han 

the Iron or Tai Hua could easily kill Su Zimo.However, they heard that Su Zimo's movement technique 

was extremely fast. That was the reason why they mobilized so many people to come up with this plan 

to kill him.With these people joining forces, Su Zimo would not be able to escape!But now that Yun Ting 

had revealed their plan in public, all their preparations would go to waste if Su Zimo were to give up on 

participating in the Earth Ranking competition."Interesting."Heaven Immortal Qing Feng of the Imperial 

Wind Monastery smiled and watched the show with his arms crossed."What is the Dajin Celestial 

Kingdom and the Flying Celestial Sect trying to do? They are joining forces to deal with a Stage Eight 

Earth Immortal?""To be honest, it's a little embarrassing.""That's right. They're actually using this 

opportunity to avenge private grudges in the Earth Rankings competition?"Many cultivators in the 

square were discussing in private.Bai Hai closed his fan and stopped smiling. He cursed in his heart and 

glared at Duke Yuanzuo. 

 

Duke Yuanzuo heard the discussions around him and felt the heated gazes directed at him. He could not 

take it anymore. Shocked and angry, he glared at Yun Ting and growled, "What are you doing? Don't you 

have a grudge with Su Zimo? Don't you want his Heaven Slaying Sword Art? ""I'll settle my own 

matters."Yun Ting said calmly as he took a sip of his tea. Then, he glanced at Duke Yuan Zuo and 

sneered, "As for you, do you think you are worthy of joining hands with me?""You!"Commandery Prince 

Yuanzuo was furious. He slammed the table and stood up.Under the watchful eyes of the crowd, Yun 

Ting did not give Commandery Prince Yuanzuo any face even though there was a difference of seven 

realms between them!Commandery Prince Yuanzuo could only feel his face burning with anger. 

However, he could not do anything to Yun Ting under such circumstances.Given Yun Ting's status, if he 

were to make a move, there would be countless experts stopping him.Commandery Prince Xie Ling 

would not let anything happen to Yun Ting in the Flaming Sun Immortal Kingdom!Seeing this, Su Zimo 

shook his head and smiled.Commandery Prince Yuanzuo still wanted to join hands with Yun Ting.Yun 

Ting was so arrogant. He was just asking to be humiliated!Moreover, Commandery Prince Yuanzuo had 

wanted to use Yun Ting to kill Yun Ting. Yun Ting's rejection had caused him to lose face and he could 

only suffer in silence."Commandery Prince Yuanzuo, Brother Bai Hai, what is the meaning of this?"Elder 

Zhong stood up with a serious expression and said, "The Earth Rankings competition is based on 

everyone's abilities. Both of you still want to join hands secretly to deal with a disciple of my 

academy?"Since the matter had been exposed, Bai Hai did not hide it anymore. He opened his folding 

fan and said with a smile, "In the Nine Heavens, life and death are not important. There is no rule 

against joining hands.""Su Zimo from your academy has offended the State of Jin and the Zither 

Immortal. He has incurred the wrath of the heavens and people. He deserves to be targeted by us."The 



Earth Rankings competition was divided into the elimination round and the final ranking battle.The Nine 

Heavens was said to be a broken space in the Flaming Sun Immortal Kingdom. It was also the battlefield 

of the elimination round.There were many cultivators participating in the Earth Rankings competition 

from all over the world. Naturally, they had to go through the elimination round to quickly select the 

100 strongest Earth Immortal elites. 

 

In the Nine Heavens, there were nine layers of space.In each layer of space, the energy contained was 

different. There were all kinds of powerful living beings and natural disasters.At the end of each layer of 

space, there would be a Teleportation Formation that could be used to teleport to the next layer of 

space.The rules of the elimination round were simple. Cultivators could not rely on any Dharma 

treasures or talismans. They could only rely on their own strength to continuously pass through the tests 

and continue to ascend in the Nine Heavens.In the space of the Fifth Heaven, there was a huge stone 

tablet that could be left with one's name.Only the first 100 cultivators to enter the Fifth Heaven and 

leave their names on it would be qualified to enter the final ranking battle.In the Nine Heavens, 

cultivators could naturally kill each other as they wished, regardless of life and death.The original 

intention of setting this rule was simple.There were only 100 spots in the Earth Rankings. If one was 

afraid of life and death, one would naturally not be qualified to enter the Earth Rankings.And now, the 

State of Jin and the Flying Immortal Sect were using this rule to join hands to kill Su Zimo in the Nine 

Heavens!This rule had been passed down for a long time. Naturally, it would not be changed because of 

an unforeseen event.The elders of the Qiankun Academy looked at each other and communicated with 

their Divine Senses, secretly discussing countermeasures.Since they already knew the other party's plan, 

the Qiankun Academy was prepared. This time, there were 20 people who were prepared to enter the 

Nine Heavens. If they joined forces, it was not impossible for them to fight.However, this time, the State 

of Jin had Han Tie and the Flying Immortal Sect had a reincarnated Immortal.Even if the two sides fought 

in the Nine Heavens, the Qiankun Academy did not have much chance of winning. If they were 

completely wiped out, they would completely lose the qualification to enter the Earth Rankings.The 

safest way to deal with this matter was for Su Zimo to withdraw from this generation's Earth Rankings 

battle.The elders discussed for a while and were about to ask Su Zimo.On the other side, Yun Ting 

suddenly asked faintly, "Su Zimo, since you know about this plan, do you still dare to participate in the 

Earth Rankings battle?""Why wouldn't I dare?"Su Zimo smiled faintly.The elders of the Qiankun 

Academy were shocked.Yun Ting's eyes lit up and he asked again, "You clearly know that the other party 

wants to join hands to deal with you, and there's also a reincarnated Immortal. Yet, you still dare to 

participate?" 

 

"A reincarnated Immortal is very powerful."Su Zimo smiled and said, "However, he's only an Earth 

Immortal. In the Nine Heavens, life and death are not determined. It's still unknown who will live and 

who will die! "As soon as he said that, it caused a commotion."It's no wonder that Su Zimo is being 

targeted. He's indeed a little arrogant.""That's right. He should be taught a lesson. He doesn't know the 

immensity of heaven and earth!""I heard that he's from the lower realm and doesn't know much. He's 

just a frog at the bottom of a well."Many cultivators looked disdainful when they heard Su Zimo's 

words."Alright!"Only Yun Ting shouted loudly. His voice was like a thunderclap that reverberated 

between heaven and earth, suppressing all the mocking and questioning voices!"Su Zimo, you really 

didn't disappoint me!"Yun Ting slowly got up and said loudly, "I'm here this time to personally issue you 

a challenge!" 



Chapter 2195 

Yun Ting had come personally for one thing, to issue a challenge to the Rank 8 Earth Deity from the 

academy!In the eyes of the crowd, both of them were not only famous, but their strength was also 

vastly different.How could Su Zimo be valued so highly by Yunting County Lord?Yunting County Lord's 

words silenced all the doubts and mockery in the crowd!"I'll accept this challenge."Su Zimo nodded 

fearlessly.Even if Yunting County Lord did not come, he knew that they would have to fight again sooner 

or later!"Great!"Yun Ting said loudly, "If you can get the first place on the Earth Board, I will wait for you 

at the top of the Heaven Board of the Divine Firmament Immortal Gathering!"Many cultivators were 

shocked to hear this.Even the Perfected Immortal Xie Ling frowned and shook his head.The Divine 

Firmament Immortal Gathering would be held in less than 10,000 years.Yun Ting was only a Rank 2 

Heaven Deity. How many levels could he improve in less than 10,000 years?By then, how could he 

compete with the other geniuses on the Heaven Board?After all, even if one had enough cultivation 

resources, he might not be able to advance one level in ten thousand years after reaching Sky Origin 

Stage.Moreover, Su Zimo's cultivation was even lower now. He was only a Rank 8 Earth Deity. In less 

than 10,000 years, it would be a miracle if he could become a Heaven Deity, let alone fight for the top 

spot on the Heaven Board!Yun Ting's invitation to a duel sounded a little ridiculous.Moreover, the top 

two spots on the Earth Board were almost certain. How could Su Zimo defeat a reincarnated Immortal?If 

he entered the Ninth Heaven, he might not even be able to survive!After a short pause, Yun Ting 

continued, "Of course, if you can't even get the top spot on the Earth Board, you are not qualified to 

fight with me.""Then I'm afraid you will be disappointed."County Lord Yuanzuo snorted and said, "With 

Feng Yin and Tai Hua, two reincarnated Immortals, Su Zimo can only dream of becoming the top spot on 

the Earth Board!""Oh?"Yun Ting raised his eyebrows and looked at the two reincarnated Immortals, 

Feng Yin and Tai Hua, and said, "Since you have reincarnated, it means that you failed in your previous 

life. It's no big deal!"Yun Ting's words were equivalent to disregarding the two reincarnated immortals, 

Feng Yin and Tai Hua! 

 

His every action, every word, and every action were all sharp!"Hmph!"Tai Hua's face turned sullen as he 

said coldly, "Ignorant junior, how dare you be so impudent in front of me? Has no one in your family 

taught you a lesson?"In Tai Hua's heart, even if he reincarnated, he was still a True Immortal from his 

previous life.Feng Yin's face was expressionless as he said indifferently, "Junior, it won't be too late for 

you to come back and be arrogant when you become a True Immortal.""Haha!"Yun Ting laughed loudly. 

He had no interest in arguing with the two of them. He turned to the crowd in the square and asked, 

"Just Now, you still have the nerve to mock him?"The "him" Yun Ting was referring to was naturally Su 

Zimo.Yun Ting picked up a jar of liquor and drained it. He pointed at all the elites on the square, 

including Tai Hua and Feng Yin, and laughed. "None of you are even qualified to carry his shoes!"The 

faces of the people in the square changed greatly. They were both shocked and angry.Smack!Tai Hua 

slammed his hand on the table and shouted coldly, "How dare you!"Even though he knew that Yun Ting 

was arrogant, conceited, and unscrupulous, Commandery Prince Xie Ling, as the host, felt a headache 

coming on.The faces of the Elders of the Academy changed. They looked at each other worriedly.In the 

eyes of the Elders, Yun Ting's words were equivalent to pushing Su Zimo into the teeth of the storm. It 

was tantamount to putting him on a rack and roasting him!Was he trying to kill him by flattery?Su Zimo 

was facing two major forces, the Dajin Celestial Nation and the Flying Celestial Sect. The situation was 

already very dangerous and not optimistic.Now, Yun Ting's words were equivalent to creating more 

opponents for Su Zimo!In fact, the Elders of the Academy had misunderstood this matter.In Yun Ting's 



heart, among all the people here, only Su Zimo was worthy of being his opponent.Just Now, when he 

saw Su Zimo being mocked, he felt that it was unfair. That was why he said those words."Commandery 

Prince Yun Ting, why do you keep targeting Su Zimo from the Academy? Is it just because of the Heaven 

Slaying Sword Art? "Elder He could not help but ask with a frown, "Moreover, the difference in 

cultivation between the two of you is huge. You're famous. What's the suspense in this battle?" 

 

"The Heaven Slaying Sword Art is naturally one of the reasons."Yun Ting paused for a while before he 

continued slowly, "More importantly, we were both Mystic Immortals back then and had a 

battle!""However, due to the environment at that time, there were many techniques that could not be 

used. We did not fight to our heart's content! I hope that the next time we fight, we can do our best and 

use all that we have learned in our life to fight to our heart's content! "Yun Ting had suffered a crushing 

defeat in the Emperor's Tomb battle.Today, with his pride, it was rare for him to take the initiative to say 

that.Of course, he would never admit that he had lost. He still had many techniques that he had not 

used. Naturally, he was not convinced.Therefore, he suppressed his desire to battle and challenged Su 

Zimo again.Yun Ting did not expect this. Although he did not say the result of the battle, the news was 

enough to shock everyone!"Su Zimo fought with Yun Ting and survived?""Didn't you hear? There were 

restrictions at that time, so Yun Ting could not use his full strength.""No wonder Yun Ting would target 

Su Zimo. The two of them had a conflict before and had a deep grudge."The square was in an uproar 

again.In the seats of the Flaming Sun Immortal Kingdom, Xie Qingcheng seemed to have thought of 

something. Just as she picked up her teacup, her wrist trembled slightly and spilled a lot of tea."Brother, 

what's wrong?"Chi Hong, who was beside her, noticed Xie Qingcheng's abnormality and asked softly.Xie 

Qingcheng took a deep breath and said softly, "Chi Hong, until now, I am sure that what you said is 

true. Su Zimo's combat strength should be ranked in the top five of the Earth Roll! ""Ah?"Chi Hong did 

not understand at that moment and was a little confused.Xie Qingcheng said, "Did you hear Just Now? 

Do you know the result of the battle between Yun Ting and Su Zimo?""I don't know. Yun Ting did not 

say. I guess only the two of them know."Chi Hong shook her head."Make a guess."Xie Qingcheng asked 

with a smile."It should be Yun Ting who won." 

 

Scarlet Rainbow Princess probed.Xie Qingcheng shook her head and said, "If Yun Ting won, he would not 

have challenged Su Zimo today and said those words.""That's right, that's right."Princess Chi Hong 

gradually understood and nodded repeatedly. She said, "If Junior Brother Su was defeated by him, with 

Yunting's pride, why would he fight with a defeated opponent again?""If that's the case, the battle 

should be a draw!"Chi Hong was a little excited.Su Zimo was able to draw with the number one 

monstrous genius in the past hundred thousand years. This was something worth being excited 

about.Xie Qingcheng shook her head and asked, "If it was a draw, why didn't Yun Ting say it?""Brother, 

are you saying …"Princess Red Rainbow jumped in fright.Xie Qingcheng nodded slightly and said, "Yun 

Ting was most likely defeated in that battle. That's why he came personally to challenge Su Zimo. " 

Chapter 2196 

Upon hearing Yun Ting mention the battle in the Thearch Tomb, Su Zimo smiled and did not 

reply.Perhaps it was because Yun Ting was too young.In Su Zimo's eyes, Yun Ting was more like a 

vigorous, fearless, and arrogant junior.Although both sides had a great battle, Su Zimo admired Yun 

Ting.He seemed to see some shadows of his two disciples, Kitsune and Carefree, in Yun Ting.Su Zimo had 

won that battle.However, he had never thought of bragging about it to prove himself.It was the same 



today.Yun Ting did not say the result of that battle, and Su Zimo did not want to hurt Yun Ting's self-

esteem. It was as if he had forgotten about that battle."Zimo, Just Now, we have a private discussion," 

Elder Zhong said in a low voice."Our suggestion is that you don't take the risk and participate in the 

Earth Roll competition this time."Elder He nodded and said, "That's right. Zimo, the other party has 

already planned this and is aggressive. You don't have to fight against them. ""The Earth Roll 

competition happens once every 10,000 years. With your talent, you can definitely break through to the 

Level Nine Earth Immortal realm before the next meeting. ""As long as you wait patiently for 10,000 

years, the next meeting will be held in our Qiankun Academy. Even if the Dajin Celestial Kingdom and 

the Flying Immortal Sect have any tricks up their sleeves, it will be useless!""At that time, we will 

definitely give you a fair competition environment. Who can be your opponent?"The two elders of the 

academy spoke one after another, analyzing the pros and cons for Su Zimo. They were indeed trying to 

protect Su Zimo.Just as the two of them said, Su Zimo gave up on participating in the Earth Roll 

competition this time. The plan of the Dajin Celestial Kingdom and the Flying Immortal Sect naturally fell 

through.However, this disrupted Su Zimo's cultivation plan.If he wanted to participate in the next Earth 

Roll competition, he would have to wait 10,000 years.Su Zimo did not want to wait.Ever since he 

ascended, he could feel the urgency of time and the pressure everywhere.Even after entering the 

Qiankun Academy, the pressure did not decrease at all.Ten thousand years later, the Godly Clouds 

Immortal Meeting, and even the Continent of the Nine Clouds Convention, would be held.Moreover, he 

still had to stay in Qiankun Academy and compete with the many Earth Immortals for the rankings. 

 

With each step he took, the gap between him and Yun Ting, and even his martial dao true self, would 

only grow larger and larger!He had to participate in this Earth Ranking Competition. He did not want to 

drag it on for another ten thousand years."Elders, thank you for your kind intentions."Su Zimo bowed 

and thanked him. "However, I have already made up my mind!"The two elders of the Academy looked 

at each other and sighed in their hearts.The two of them could hear the determination in Su Zimo's 

tone. They were afraid that they could no longer persuade him.At this moment, Chi Hong Infanta also 

walked over from the Flaming Sun Immortal Kingdom's side. She was prepared to enter the Ninth 

Heavens with the academy's disciples."Junior Brother Su, don't worry. We, the disciples of the academy, 

will join hands and enter the Nine Heavens together. At most, we will have a big battle with them!"Chi 

Hong Infanta said proudly. "Even if we lose, we will not let them have a good time!"Elder Zhong also 

began to send a voice transmission. "Ye Fei, Chi Hong, Su Zimo, after you enter the Ninth Heavens, try 

your best to travel together …""There is no need for that."At this moment, Su Zimo interrupted. "My 

fellow disciples, there is no need to travel together with me. The Dajin Immortal Kingdom and the Flying 

Immortal Sect will naturally not look for you.""The ranking of the elimination round is also very 

important. Everyone, please do not waste the opportunity to participate in the Earth Ranking 

Competition because of me.""This …"Everyone from the Academy was speechless.Although no one said 

it out loud, everyone hoped that they could pass the elimination round and enter the final Earth Ranking 

Competition to leave their names on the Earth Ranking Competition.If they traveled together with Su 

Zimo, the Academy would most likely be annihilated.However, if they abandoned Su Zimo and went 

alone, how would they face the joint attack of the Dajin Immortal Kingdom and the Flying Immortal 

Sect?"Everyone, we will meet again at the Earth Ranking Competition."Su Zimo's eyes were calm as he 

smiled slightly.When their eyes met with Su Zimo's, for some reason, the restless hearts of the Academy 

gradually calmed down and a sense of confidence was born."Okay, we will meet again at the Earth 

Ranking Competition!"Ye Fei, Chi Hong, and the others replied in unison. 



 

"Everyone, please be quiet. The elimination round of the Earth Ranking Competition is about to 

begin."At this moment, Commandery Prince Xie Ling stood up and said loudly, "I will announce the rules 

of the elimination round. First, the Earth Level Deities who enter the Ninth Heavens cannot be older 

than fifty thousand years old. “The lifespan of an Earth Level Deity is two hundred thousand years old. If 

one is older than fifty thousand years old, he will not be considered a genius."Second, those who have 

left their names on the Earth Ranking are not allowed to participate again."For example, the top one 

hundred people in the previous Earth Ranking Competition were not qualified to participate in the Earth 

Ranking Competition this time."Third, no matter what happens, the cultivators who enter the Ninth 

Heavens are not allowed to use Dharma treasures or talismans. Otherwise, they will be obliterated by 

the rules of the Ninth Heavens. Everyone, please bear this in mind."The elimination mechanism of the 

Ninth Heavens was actually intended to test the cultivators' own strength without relying on external 

objects.In the Ninth Heavens, one could use Divine Secret Arts, Immortal Spells, Primordial Spirit Secret 

Arts, and Blood Meridians."Fourth, in each space of the Ninth Heavens, there are various kinds of 

opportunities hidden in each space. They may be Dharma treasures or Cultivation Methods or Secret 

Arts. If the cultivators who enter the Ninth Heavens find these treasures, they can be kept in their 

pockets. "Over the years, many Earth Level Deities had fallen in the Ninth Heavens.Just the storage bags 

left behind by the fallen Earth Level Deities would be an unimaginably huge treasure trove!Of course, 

such treasures were not very attractive to the top experts like Tai Hua and Feng Ji.If they wanted to 

search for treasures, they would inevitably waste a lot of time.The ranking of the elimination round was 

based on who ascended to the Fifth Heavens first and left their names on the stone tablet.If they wasted 

time before that, they would fall behind others in the final ranking."Fifth, and the most important point, 

in the Ninth Heavens, no one cares about life or death! No matter what you face inside, no matter what 

calamities or natural disasters you experience, no one outside can interfere. You can only save yourself. 

""Let me give you a piece of advice. If you are not prepared to face death, don't go in. “Speaking of this, 

Xie Ling glanced at Su Zimo.She was reminding Su Zimo to give him one last chance to regret his 

decision! 

 

Su Zimo smiled and shook his head.Xie Ling continued, "If you think you can't do it, it's best to retreat to 

a safe corner and wait for the elimination round to end."Sixth, the elimination round will automatically 

end when a hundred people leave their names on the stone tablets of the Fifth Heavens."At this time, 

on the square, the Earth Level Deities from the two Great Celestial Kingdoms, the Four Great Celestial 

Sects, the Immortal Path Clans, the Earth Level, and the Xuan Level Sects who were preparing to enter 

the Ninth Heavens had all stood up.Many cultivators had different expressions. Some were expectant, 

some were nervous, some were excited, some were excited, and some were uneasy.Xie Ling's hands 

continuously drew mysterious runes in the air in front of her. She said softly, "Ninth Heavens, open!"As 

soon as she finished speaking, a huge crack appeared in the air above the square. Waves of hot air were 

emitted from it."The elimination round of the Earth Ranking has officially begun!"Xie Ling shouted softly. 

Chapter 2197 

As soon as Xie Ling finished speaking, many Earth Immortals could not wait any longer. They all leaped 

into the air and rushed towards the crack.Many figures leaped into the air, wanting to enter the Ninth 

Heaven as soon as possible.Everyone from the Academy took a deep breath and moved. Soon, they 

entered the crack and disappeared.Duke Yuanzuo watched as Su Zimo entered the Ninth Heaven and 



heaved a sigh of relief."Although there were some mistakes, it did not affect our plan."Duke Yuanzuo 

secretly sent a voice transmission to Celestial Immortal Baihai through divine sense.Bai Hai waved his 

fan and replied, "Yun Ting almost ruined our plan. Luckily, Su Zimo is arrogant and did not give up on the 

Earth Board."Just as Duke Yuanzuo and Heaven Immortal Bai Hai were conversing with each other, they 

suddenly felt a chill run down their spines, causing their hair to stand on end!Opposite them, Yun Ting 

drank his wine and looked at them with a faint smile. His eyes were as sharp as swords!"If you have 

something to say, say it in front of everyone. Why are you whispering?"Yun Ting smiled and said, "It's no 

secret that you've done something so shameful."Duke Yuanzuo and Bai Hai did not flare up.However, 

they were secretly shocked.Yun Ting was only a Stage Two Heaven Immortal, but his senses were too 

sharp!Just Now, they were communicating through telepathy. The range of their telepathy was very 

small.Even so, Yun Ting, who was sitting opposite them, could still sense it!In just a short while, most of 

the Earth Immortals who wanted to enter the Earth Board had already entered the Ninth Heaven.Of 

course, there were also some Earth Immortals in the square who did not make a move because they 

wanted to retreat.Once they entered the Ninth Heaven, they would die.It was said that in the past, 

almost one-fifth of the Earth Immortals died in the Ninth Heaven.This time, there were almost a million 

Earth Immortals who entered the Ninth Heaven. One-fifth meant that 200,000 Earth Immortals would 

not make it out alive. The death rate was extremely high!Opportunities and fame were important, but 

for some people, there was only hope if they were alive.Moreover, most of the Earth Immortals did not 

even have the chance to enter the Earth Board.With a million people, there were only 100 seats on the 

Earth Board. The competition was too fierce!After a while, Xie Ling saw that no one else was going to 

the Ninth Heaven. She drew a few runes in the air. 

The huge crack slowly closed and returned to normal, as if it had never appeared.Immediately after, Xie 

Ling once again released waves of True Essence, landing in the air above the square.A huge mirror 

appeared in mid-air. It was like a transparent dome of heaven, enveloping the square.This huge mirror 

reflected the entire scene of the Nine Heavens. It was incomparably clear. Although the people in the 

square did not enter the Nine Heavens, they could still see the situation inside clearly.In the Upper 

Realm, there were many ways to reflect another world, and they were extremely common.The elders of 

the Academy looked at the mirror in the sky and paid close attention to Su Zimo and the other disciples 

of the Academy. They prayed in their hearts that everything would go well and that no accidents would 

happen."Your Highness, do you think Mr. Su can survive this crisis?"On the side of the Flaming Sun 

Immortal Empire, a young man dressed as an attendant asked softly as he poured tea for Xie 

Qingcheng.This person was Xu Xiaotian, who had just been taken in by Xie Qingcheng.Under normal 

circumstances, he was not qualified to participate in such an occasion.However, Xie Qingcheng knew 

that Xu Xiaotian was very concerned and respectful of Su Zimo. Therefore, she sent him to the team of 

attendants to serve him while watching this rare event of the Immortal Dao!Xie Qingcheng shook her 

head slightly and said, "I don't know either. Brother Su's means are definitely not weak. However, the 

opponent is too strong. ""More importantly, no one knows when and where the other party will make 

their move."Xu Xiaotian suddenly understood and said, "In other words, after Mr. Su enters the Nine 

Heavens, not only will he have to be careful of the dangers of the Ninth Heaven, but he will also have to 

be on guard against the attacks of the Dajin Immortal Empire and the Flying Immortal Sect at all 

times!""That's right."Xie Qingcheng looked at the mirror in the sky and murmured, "Where will they 

strike?"…The Nine Heavens.After Su Zimo entered the crack, he felt waves of heat hitting him in the 

face. After a moment of dizziness, he regained his senses.Su Zimo stood in the air and looked 

around.This was a world of flames.Everywhere he looked, there were raging flames burning. The flames 



soared into the sky and the temperature between heaven and earth was extremely high. The heat 

waves were rolling and the air was dry and suffocating. 

Su Zimo could see more than ten Earth Immortals descending in a scattered manner.Although he 

entered the Nine Heavens at the same time as the rest of the Academy, he was separated by the spatial 

power between the Nine Heavens and the outside world and was scattered.It was the same for the 

other cultivators. No matter how many people entered at the same time, they would be scattered and 

landed at the periphery of the First Heaven.The teleportation array to the Second Heaven was in the 

central area of this space.All the cultivators had to pass through this world of flames as soon as possible 

and reach the center to activate the teleportation array to ascend to the Second Heaven.Suddenly.Su 

Zimo's heart skipped a beat and he looked up at the sky above his head.He saw a ray of spiritual light 

descending from the sky and floating in front of him.It looked like a rectangular token. Su Zimo took the 

token and used his Divine Sense to leave a Divine Sense imprint on it.Then, the token burst out with a 

ray of light and a number appeared on it."897593."Before this, the Red Rainbow Princess had told him 

that this was a secret tracking technique in the Nine Heavens. By leaving a Divine Sense imprint, one 

could lock onto the approximate position of each person and determine the order of their ranking from 

the end of the Fifth Heaven.The closer one was to the end of the Fifth Heaven, the higher one's ranking 

would be.Now, Su Zimo could see that the number was more than 890,000. This meant that there were 

almost 900,000 Earth Immortals who were closer to the end than him!The final ranking of the Nine 

Heavens elimination competition was based on who reached the end first and left their name on the 

stone tablet.Therefore, this token that could display one's ranking was very important. It could 

determine one's position at any time and make the appropriate choice.For example, some cultivators 

who had reached the Fourth Heaven with great difficulty would give up immediately if they found that 

there were more than 100,000 or 200,000 people ahead of them.Su Zimo put the token into his storage 

bag and looked at the cultivators in the distance.These cultivators were moving towards the center of 

this space. Before long, they were already sweating profusely and could not take it anymore. Each of 

them cast their Immortal Spells to resist the high temperature and flames around them. 

"So this place is so unbearable?"When Su Zimo ascended, he only felt that the temperature was slightly 

higher and did not feel anything unusual.The flames in this space could easily burn Mystic Immortals to 

ashes!Even high-level Earth Immortals would find it difficult to resist in such an environment without the 

protection of Dharma treasures and talismans!Su Zimo was the true body of the 10th Grade Qinglian. 

This body was not inferior to a connate Earth-ranked Dharma treasure!He almost did not feel anything 

when he ascended. 

Chapter 2198 

In front of the palace square."As expected of a reincarnated Immortal. Feng Yin's speed is too fast. He's 

at the front!""What kind of technique is that? Wherever Feng Yin goes, the wind will howl and 

extinguish the surrounding flames?"The crowd exclaimed.Wind helped the flames, but Feng Yin's 

technique could prevent the flames from getting close to him!"Look over there, Immortal Tai Hua's 

technique is not weak either. He's currently ranked second!"Immortal Taihua formed an Immortal Seal 

with his hand and pointed at the sky. Immediately, a dark cloud appeared above his head, and heavy 

rain began pouring down.Immortal Tai Hua sped towards the center of the first heaven.The dark cloud 

remained above his head, and the rain poured down continuously. Before the surrounding flames could 

get close to him, they were extinguished by the rain."Oh my god, the Rain Summoning Technique allows 

one to control their power so well. It's amazing!""Not only that, even if we use the Rain Summoning 



Technique, we might not be able to extinguish the flames inside."While they were talking, other 

cultivators also released their Divine Abilities to summon the rain. However, before the dark clouds 

could condense, they were dispersed by the flames!That scene made everyone in the square burst into 

laughter.The two reincarnated Immortals had subdued the various forces and cultivators in the square 

with just a few moves.Currently, Han Tie of the Dajin Immortal Nation was ranked third.Yue Feng of the 

Mountain Sea Immortal Sect was ranked fourth."It seems that the prediction of the Earth Roll of the 

Flaming Sun Immortal Kingdom is quite accurate. They've just entered the ninth heaven, and they're 

already far ahead.""Hey, this person's ranking is rising so quickly!"At that moment, the crowd 

exclaimed.Everyone looked over and saw a crimson ray of light running amidst the sea of flames.The ray 

of light was so fast that there were tiny flames burning on her body. She seemed to have become one 

with the surrounding flames."It's the Red Rainbow Infanta. She's representing the Qiankun Academy for 

the Earth Roll!""The Red Rainbow Infanta has cultivated the Flaming Sun Sutra, the top cultivation 

technique of the Flaming Sun Immortal Kingdom. Now, she's using the power of the world of flames to 

increase her speed to another level!""I reckon that the Red Rainbow Infanta is likely to be ranked in the 

top three in the first heaven!""That's only temporary. There are still four more layers of heaven to 

come." 

 

Many cultivators were watching the elimination matches and discussing them at the same time. The 

place was bustling with noise and excitement.Over at the Zixuan Immortal Kingdom's side, Yun Ting 

remained silent. He drank strong wine as he stared at a figure on the mirror in the sky, and he revealed a 

trace of amusement."This sort of test should be very boring for you."Yun Ting muttered to himself.Of 

course, the most important reason for his visit was to personally challenge Su Zimo to a duel.Apart from 

that, there was another purpose.After his older sister returned from the Immortal Sect's general 

selection a thousand years ago, her evaluation of Su Zimo had been extremely high. She often praised 

him in front of him, saying that he had many hidden cards and hadn't used his full strength at all.Yun 

Ting knew that his sister was trying to motivate him so that he would not slack off.However, in his heart, 

he was still extremely unconvinced.Therefore, he came this time to see how many tricks Su Zimo had up 

his sleeves!Although Yun Ting appeared to be arrogant and conceited, he would give his all in every 

battle. He did not dare to be careless and did not dare to underestimate his opponent!This time, when 

watching Su Zimo's duel, he wanted to know both himself and his opponent."Look, someone is dead 

over there!"At this moment, a cry of alarm came from the crowd.On the first layer of the Ninth Heaven, 

an Earth Immortal's Immortal Art was shattered. He did not have time to continue the second Immortal 

Art and was burned by the raging flames. He could not withstand it and died on the spot!"This person 

doesn't know his own limits. How far has he gone? He's still far from the center of the First Heaven. 

""That's right. In the First Heaven, these people have yet to meet the real threat.""In the world of raging 

flames, there may be heavenly fire descending, there may be strange phenomena, and there may be all 

kinds of terrifying creatures formed by the flames. This is the real test!"A cultivator who had 

participated in the Ninth Heaven said in a heavy tone.In just a short while, more than one Earth 

Immortal had fallen.Moreover, some Earth Immortals had begun to retreat and no longer advanced."By 

the way, how is the Rank Eight Earth Immortal from the academy?" 

 

"Is his name Su Zimo?""That's him! His cultivation is the lowest, so it won't be long before he runs out of 

Primordial Qi to resist the continuous raging flames! ""No way, I saw that he was ranked 49th on the 

Earth Roll."Someone in the crowd mentioned Su Zimo, which aroused the curiosity of many 



cultivators.Originally, Su Zimo had not been in the limelight and did not attract much attention.It was 

because of Yun Ting's appearance and the fact that the Dajin Immortal Nation and the Flying Immortal 

Sect wanted to join forces to kill him that he was pushed into the limelight."Over there!"At this moment, 

someone pointed at the Firmament Realm and shouted.Many cultivators hurriedly looked over.With this 

look, the clamor in the square quieted down a lot.Just Now, the cultivators who were debating and 

debating widened their eyes and mouths. Their faces were full of shock as they looked at the green-

robed cultivator in the Ninth Heaven in disbelief.The abnormality here naturally aroused the curiosity of 

the other cultivators.More and more cultivators looked at Su Zimo.When these people saw this, their 

faces were also blank, and their mouths were agape.Not long after, the huge square actually became 

completely silent!Everyone's gaze fell on the green-robed scholar.After a while, in the quiet square, a 

weak voice sounded, "What, what is he doing? Taking a walk? "Hearing that, Xie Qingcheng shook her 

head slightly and smiled.The elders of the academy looked gratified as they raised their cups.In the 

Ninth Heaven, Su Zimo walked slowly with his hands behind his back in the raging flames. He did not use 

any Mystical Abilities or Immortal Techniques!Everyone only saw a handsome green-robed scholar 

walking on the flames. His black hair danced and his sleeves fluttered. He looked indescribably 

carefree.After a brief silence, the crowd reacted quickly and erupted into an even louder 

commotion!"What method is that? That person is not afraid of the flames inside? ""!"Xue Yuan of the 

Xue Clan suddenly rose from his seat and pointed at Su Zimo in the Ninth Heaven. He said hatefully, 

"He's cheating!"Xue Yuan was injured by Su Zimo and had yet to recover from his injuries. Out of 

consideration for his safety, he did not participate in the Earth Ranking competition this time. 

 

He naturally harbored hatred towards Su Zimo. How could he continue to watch this?!"The green robe 

he's wearing must be some kind of artifact!""Or maybe, he secretly took out some kind of artifact. 

Otherwise, how could he walk in the flames?"Xue Yuan said confidently.Xie Ling looked at Xue Yuan as if 

she was looking at an idiot. She asked in return, "Are you saying that he can deceive the rules of the 

Ninth Heaven and use his artifact without my detection?" 

Chapter 2199 

"I …"Xue Yuan was stunned by Xie Ling's stare.On the surface, he seemed to be doubting Su Zimo, but in 

fact, he was doubting the rules of the Flaming Sun Immortal Kingdom's Nine Heavens!He was doubting 

the judgment of the Perfected Immortal Xie Ling!He was doubting the judgment of all the experts 

present!Under Xie Ling's Perfected Immortal aura, Xue Yuan stood rooted to the ground. His mind was 

in a mess, and his face was red. He was speechless."You, sit down!"As the person in charge of the Xue 

Family and Xue Yuan's elder, Xue Qian could not stand it any longer. He stood up and shouted."Uncle 

…"Xue Yuan felt wronged."Shut up, don't embarrass me!"Xue Qian's face darkened, and he scolded 

again.Xue Yuan did not dare to make a sound and sat back down obediently.Xu Xiaotian, who was 

standing beside Xie Qingcheng, was in a good mood when he saw this. He laughed secretly."Your 

Highness Xie Ling, please don't be angry."Xue Qian cupped his fists and apologized. He looked ashamed 

and said, "This junior of the Xue Family doesn't know etiquette, and he doesn't know the rules. He's 

spouting nonsense."It's okay, sit down."Xie Ling's expression softened. He nodded and said, "However, 

Daoist Xue, remember to discipline the juniors of your family."Xue Qian quickly agreed."There's no need 

to make a fuss."Duke Yuanzuo did not want to see Su Zimo being so arrogant. He said coldly, "The test of 

the First Heaven has not started yet. He'll suffer later!""I don't believe that he can still be so calm when 

the world changes and calamity befalls."As if the Nine Heavens had sensed something, a blazing sun 



suddenly appeared in the sky under everyone's gaze. It was like a huge burning fireball!The blazing sun 

hung above the heads of the cultivators. It was so close that they could almost touch it.The temperature 

of the First Heaven rose rapidly. The surrounding flames were also rising rapidly. More and more flames 

were being born!In such an environment, many cultivators who used their Immortal Arts and Mystiques 

were using up a lot of their Yuan Qi.Some cultivators could not hold on and were swallowed by the 

flames before they could retreat.This change made the environment of the First Heaven even more 

difficult. 

 

Many of the cultivators slowed down.However, for those at the top, such as Feng Yin, Tai Hua, Han the 

Iron, and Yue Feng, their speed did not decrease at all.The scorching sun in the sky had no effect on 

them!Not long after, another blazing sun appeared beside the first blazing sun in the sky!Two gigantic 

fireballs hung high in the sky!The temperature in the First Layer of Heaven rose again!After a while, the 

third sun appeared …In less than half an hour, there were already nine scorching suns hanging high in 

the sky of the First Layer of Heaven, scorching the world.The ground inside had long cracked open, 

revealing huge cracks. Balls of crimson flames emerged from within, as if they could devour 

everything!The flames between heaven and earth were almost connected.This time, even the two 

reincarnated immortals, Feng Yin and Tai Hua, slowed down significantly.It was unknown what kind of 

secret technique Feng Yin used, but a pitch-black storm actually condensed beside him, pulling him 

forward.Wherever the black storm passed, the flames were extinguished, leaving only scorch marks on 

the ground.Tai Hua's Rain Summoning Technique also seemed to be unable to hold on.He raised his 

head and spat out a beam of light into the dark clouds above his head.The dark clouds that were about 

to disperse suddenly had lightning arcs appear, condensing the dark clouds once again. The rain did not 

stop!Han the Iron's methods were also quite shocking.His face was as cold as frost, and his body was 

surrounded by cold air. The armor on his body was covered with a layer of frost, which could not be 

penetrated by the fire!Many cultivators looked at Su Zimo.However, they found that under the 

scorching sun of the nine scorching suns, he still did not use any techniques. He only walked around in 

the First Layer of Heaven, as if he was looking for something."This person's physique is so strong that he 

is not afraid of the flames?""It must be some special constitution. Look, he is not even sweating. It's like 

he is playing …""He is not in a hurry. Is he looking for treasures?"…In the Ninth Layer of Heaven.The nine 

scorching suns hung high in the sky and Su Zimo also felt a little hot. However, the Qinglian bloodline in 

his body circulated slightly and the heat disappeared. 

 

He was not walking around in this place to look for treasures as others had guessed.In fact, he was 

looking for people from the Dajin Immortal Kingdom and Flying Immortal Sect!Since the other party 

wanted to join forces to deal with him, Su Zimo did not mind taking the initiative to deal with them one 

by one!However, he had been here for a long time. Although he encountered many cultivators along the 

way, he did not encounter any cultivators from the Dajin Immortal Kingdom or Flying Immortal 

Sect.Although the First Layer of Heaven was only a space, it was extremely vast.There were more than a 

million cultivators who entered and there were only dozens of disciples from the Dajin Immortal 

Kingdom and Flying Immortal Sect. It was not easy to bump into those people in such a vast world.After 

searching for a long time, Su Zimo did not find anything. Hence, he gave up on this matter for the time 

being and advanced at full speed!He took out his token and took a look.The number on it showed that 

his ranking was in the 900,000 range.During this period of time, he had been walking around and his 

ranking had dropped by quite a bit.Su Zimo placed the token back and transformed into a streak of light 



that sped forward at an extremely fast speed!For others, it was extremely difficult to pass through the 

First Layer of Heaven and their essence qi would be depleted tremendously. In fact, they might even die 

within.However, for Su Zimo, he could roam freely within with Qinglian's true body!The blazing flames 

and high temperatures did not affect Qinglian's true body at all.After Su Zimo decided to increase his 

speed, his ranking jumped at a terrifying speed!800,000 …600,000 …300,000 …In less than an hour, Su 

Zimo had already surpassed more than half of the cultivators!At this moment, another huge tremor took 

place between heaven and earth!The ground continued to shake, and from the cracks on the ground, 

flames shot out one after another.But now, streams of red and boiling lava began to flow out from the 

crack in the ground. It was like a ferocious beast that ate people, constantly flowing and spreading.The 

temperature of the lava was even scarier than the original blazing flames!Some of the cultivators could 

not dodge in time and were devoured by the lava. 

 

In the blink of an eye, their corpses were gone and they died silently!Against such a change, many 

cultivators released their divine abilities to protect themselves.Most of the cultivators gathered their qi 

and soared into the air.Although flying in the air consumed a lot of Yuan Qi, it was still better than being 

swallowed up by the lava.At this moment, the sky was also trembling non-stop. Fiery light poured down 

in torrents, densely packed like rain!Heavenly fire descended! 

Chapter 2200 

One after another, huge fireballs fell from the sky, covering the sky and the earth.Lava gushed out from 

the cracks in the ground, and thick smoke billowed.The entire area was dark, and flames were 

everywhere. It was as if the end of the world had arrived. It was horrifying!Many cultivators in the 

square had never participated in the Earth Board competition. It was their first time witnessing such a 

scene. Their faces were pale, and they felt like they were suffocating!Although they had heard that the 

elimination round in the Ninth Heaven was extremely terrifying, no one had expected it to be this 

terrifying!Even as bystanders, it was hard to imagine how much impact the cultivators in the middle of it 

would have to bear.Feng Yin and Tai Hua also flew into the sky.The black wind on Feng Yin's back kept 

colliding with the Heavenly Fire that was falling from the sky. Naturally, it slowed down.Tai Hua flew in 

the sky, and Primordial Qi shot out from his fingertips into the dark clouds above his head to resist the 

impact of the Heavenly Fire.Such a drastic change was not much of a threat to the two reincarnated 

Immortals, the top geniuses like Han the Iron and Yue Feng. It only slowed them down a little.However, 

for most of the Earth Immortals, there was no place for them to hide in the lava and Heavenly Fire.Many 

of the cultivators had been holding back at first, but they could not care less now. They took out their 

trump cards and barely held on.So far, more than 10,000 Earth Immortals had died in the First Heaven, 

and the number was still rising!"Look, Su Zimo is already in the top 10,000!""Hiss! He's so fast! 

"Exclamations came from the crowd.Unknowingly, the Rank Eight Earth Immortal, who was originally in 

the top 900,000, was now in the top 10,000!Moreover, his ranking was still rising rapidly!"Even such a 

strange phenomenon can't stop him?"Under the watchful eyes of the crowd, Su Zimo's speed did not 

decrease at all despite the lava and Heavenly Fire. He was still surpassing his opponents!When the 

Heavenly Fire fell, he only used his bare hands and did not use any Immortal Skills or Divine Skills to 

shatter the Heavenly Fire!Rank 5,000 …Rank 3,000 …Rank 1,000! 

 

Not long after, Su Zimo's ranking had risen to the top 1,000!In the world of the First Level of Heaven, the 

sea of fire was torrential and raging. The heavenly fire enveloped the world, but it was unable to stop his 



figure at all!This time, the attention of most of the cultivators in the square fell on Su Zimo.A question 

flashed through everyone's mind.Could it be that this person could really catch up from behind and rush 

into the top 100?Huala!At this moment, the magma in the crevice suddenly boiled, forming a crimson 

wall of fire that blocked the path of the cultivators.The magma in the fissure continued to condense and 

solidify.In the blink of an eye, lava giants that were a thousand feet tall formed from the flames of the 

First Heaven, blocking the path of the cultivators!"Roar!"These Lava Giants let out a series of roars. Their 

eyes were red, and boiling lava flowed on their bodies. Their auras were scorching hot, and their might 

was terrifying!Bang!One of the Lava Giants lifted its leg and stomped down heavily.One of the 

cultivators couldn't dodge in time and was trampled down by the huge foot. Whatever divine ability or 

immortal art he had, he collapsed on the spot and was crushed into ashes. Not even his bones 

remained!Swoosh!Another Lava Giant reached out with its gigantic palm and swiped through the air, 

grabbing at an Earth Immortal who was dodging in a panic.The palm covered the sky. Seeing that he 

couldn't dodge it, that person unleashed all his divine abilities and secret skills. However, he only 

managed to create a small pit on the Lava Giant's body.As the magma surged, the pit was filled up 

instantly.Pfft!After exhausting all his means, the cultivator was caught in the palm of the Lava Giant. A 

wisp of green smoke rose and he died.This scene played out repeatedly in the Nine Heavens.The 

strength of the Lava Giants was extremely terrifying. Even if many cultivators joined forces and crippled 

their bodies, it was useless.The magma continued to surge and the bodies of the Lava Giants would 

recover to their original state very quickly.In this world of flames, the Lava Giants were almost undying 

beings!In the square, the Perfected Immortal Xie Ling said slowly, "If a Lava Giant is born in this space, it 

would be unwise to fight it head-on." 

 

"Although the strength of these Lava Giants doesn't exceed the upper limit of an Earth Immortal, their 

strength is endless and won't be exhausted."Everyone looked at the situation in the Nine Heavens and 

focused on how some of the top paragons would deal with it."Look over there. Su Zimo didn't fight it 

head-on. Instead, he used his movement technique to go around it!"Under the gazes of many 

cultivators, Su Zimo encountered a Lava Giant blocking his way. His figure paused for a moment before 

he used his movement technique to pass through the Lava Giant's legs.The Lava Giant's palm grabbed 

empty air.By the time it turned around, Su Zimo had already run far away and left the Lava Giant's attack 

range.These Lava Giants wouldn't target a single person. They would only stand on the spot and block 

the cultivators who wanted to rush over.Xie Ling smiled gently and said, "The way Su Zimo of Qiankun 

Academy dealt with it is the most rational and easiest way.""This is the first time this lad has 

encountered such a situation. It is indeed rare for him to be able to make the fastest judgment and think 

of the best way to deal with it in such a short period of time."As the person in charge this time round, 

this was the first time the Perfected Immortal Xie Ling praised a cultivator."Your Highness, aren't you 

overestimating him?"Duke Yuanzuo was somewhat disdainful as he pursed his lips. "In my opinion, he's 

just being opportunistic."Xie Ling smiled and did not refute. "Of course, there might be other living 

beings born later on. By then, it won't be so easy to deal with them. What's tested is the true combat 

strength of the cultivator!"At that moment, after charging through the Lava Giant's obstruction, Su 

Zimo's ranking had already risen to 98th!All of a sudden!A series of bird chirps sounded from the distant 

skies.Immediately after, a large patch of red light extended from the distant horizon and approached 

rapidly. The chirps of the birds were getting clearer as well!"It's a flock of fire sparrows!"In the square, 

the Heaven Immortals of the various factions suddenly exclaimed and their expressions changed.Among 

them, they had either encountered a flock of fire sparrows before or had heard of them.Legend has it 



that fire sparrows inherited a wisp of the Vermilion Bird bloodline.A single fire sparrow was nothing to 

be afraid of as it was only an ordinary Earth Immortal. 

 

However, the flock of fire sparrows consisted of billions of massive living beings. As they spread over, 

they blotted out the skies and there was no way to block or dodge them!Legend has it that fire sparrows 

inherited a wisp of the Vermilion Bird bloodline.A single fire sparrow was nothing to be afraid of as it 

was only an ordinary Earth Immortal.However, the flock of fire sparrows consisted of billions of massive 

living beings. As they spread over, they blotted out the skies and there was no way to block or dodge 

them! 

 


